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A new standard in global onboard connectivity
Opening up new levels of connectivity, flexibility and guaranteed performance - wherever you sail

Whether owner, crew member or guest, expectancy of broadband availability has never been greater and demand continues to grow as personal devices require ever increasing bandwidth and continuous connectivity. Inmarsat is powering this maritime data revolution with its global Fleet Xpress service; two independent networks combined into one seamless solution, keeping you connected whenever and wherever you are.
Fleet Xpress provides added flexibility to meet seasonal and operational demand changes for superyachts: lower bandwidth for daily operations and higher bandwidth during peak demand, with service standby for off-season. With a powerful and unique combination of benefits and the freedom of subscription flexibility, Fleet Xpress is setting a new standard for onboard connectivity.
"It’s been a definite leap in generation for satellite communication, with just one provider and three satellites covering the globe. In recent years, being connected has enabled us to travel around the world more readily by staying connected on both a personal and professional level, with services including technical support and weather routing. It's proven to be very stable and very quick."

Captain, S/Y Juliet
Confidence for captains through partnership with the world leader in satellite communications.

It’s now easier than ever to get reliable, guaranteed global high-speed bandwidth, ensuring you and your guests stay connected whatever the conditions, wherever you are. Fleet Xpress makes your life easier, whilst giving your guests the connectivity they have come to expect on their own devices.
CONFIDENCE FOR CAPTAINS

A new standard in global onboard connectivity
For over 39 years, Inmarsat has built an enviable reputation for developing world-leading satellite communications.

Fleet Xpress takes maritime communications to the next level, delivering the high data speeds enabled by Inmarsat’s Global Xpress Ka-band technology, combined with the proven reliability of Inmarsat’s flagship FleetBroadband L-band service, for exceptional performance, security and reliability.

Global Xpress is the first and only globally available, high-speed satellite network owned and managed by a single operator.

At every stage, the Fleet Xpress network has inbuilt resilience — two satellite constellations, with each satellite connected to two earth stations simultaneously, guaranteeing you a premium service. Building upon exceptional and proven expertise, Fleet Xpress brings you a new dimension of communications services. With Fleet Xpress, you are always on, always connected.
Simplifying life on board

A set of five powerful benefits combine to deliver a world-class service you would expect from the world leader in maritime communications.

Fleet Xpress offers yacht owners a powerful and unique combination of benefits and freedom of subscription flexibility, that together sets the standard for superyacht communications.

CONTINUOUS CONNECTIVITY
Ultimate reliability through a dual satellite constellation utilising the high-throughput Global Xpress, Ka-band network with unlimited FleetBroadband L-band back-up for seamless global mobility.

CONTROLLED COSTS
Predictable pricing and accurate cost management removes the fear of unexpected charges. You only pay for what you need with selectable bandwidth speeds and a wide selection of flexible subscription packages.

VALUE BENEFITS
A set of five powerful benefits combine to deliver a world-class service you would expect from the world leader in maritime communications.
FULLY MANAGED SUPPORT
Managed, monitored and supported globally, for simplicity and complete peace of mind in any time zone.

GUARANTEED PERFORMANCE
Committed data rates backed up by service level agreements guarantee that you always get what you pay for.

CYBER RESILIENCE
Fleet Secure is an additional level of security delivering a comprehensive set of tools designed to continuously inspect, detect and protect all the data traffic going to and from your yacht to stop threats getting on board.
Global coverage

To thrive in a digitally connected world you need a reliable 24/7 connection. Fleet Xpress provides that and more, with a service that takes connectivity and the user experience to a new level.

With the infrastructure and advanced technology provided by Inmarsat, Fleet Xpress can offer coverage around the world, whether crossing oceans or lying at remote anchorages. Fleet Xpress is truly global.
Maritime Service
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How does it work?

Purposely designed for maritime mobility, Fleet Xpress provides a continuous, consistent service by handing traffic seamlessly across each spot beam and between satellites around the world, all delivered by Inmarsat.

Switching between satellites is handled by a tracking system that acquires the new satellite as a vessel moves into its coverage footprint. This all happens automatically to ensure seamless coverage and without any need for any intervention or manual actions.

In the unlikely event of any degradation in the Ka-band signal, the service automatically and seamlessly switches to the L-band network, resulting in no break in service.
A new standard in global onboard connectivity

inmarsat.com/superyachts
Inmarsat’s Fleet Xpress service is a single seamless solution where bills and service agreements are fixed, global support is available 24/7 and remote maintenance is included, allowing captains the freedom to focus on day-to-day duties.

With its guaranteed global coverage and high-speed connectivity, Fleet Xpress represents a dependable, adaptable and invaluable platform, which brings an unmatched clarity and sophistication to everything from crew communications and real-time passage plan revisions, to video streaming.

Continuous connectivity provides captains with one less thing to worry about
How to buy

Fleet Xpress is available through our global partners.
Ask your provider about Fleet Xpress or email us at vip@inmarsat.com